
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Visual Art Center Welcomes  
Robert Simone 

 

Draw & Paint 3 Day Workshop with 
Simone – 

Take Your Paintings to the Next Level 
January 11th-13th, 2023 (Wednesday to Friday)  

10am - 4pm 
 

 

 

 

 

Seeking the True, the Good and the Beautiful, One Brushstroke at A Time   

Artist Robert J. Simone   

What moves an artist to spend his life creating?    

Painter Robert J. Simone says, “For me, each   

new canvas is a prolonged meditation on the   

beauty of nature.”  Indeed, Simone’s paintings   

convey a profound love for the great outdoors.    

It’s a reverence shared by those who appreciate   

and collect his work.   

Simone derives inspiration from coastal scenery   

and marine subjects.  He’s also fascinated by   

the many ways humans give shape, form and   

intention to the world’s raw materials.  That’s   

what draws him   
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to the maritime, transportation and industrial   

subjects he paints so well.  But his first love is   

the coastal landscape of West Central Florida.   

Simone’s passion for the outdoors was   
cultivated growing up in the eastern suburbs of  

Cleveland, Ohio.  “For my brothers and me, the  

shores of Lake Erie were our playground.  We   

were water dogs.  Dad owned a boat.  We   

swam, fished and waterskied all summer.  There  

were lots of kids in the neighborhood.  And we  

played all the sports. But watersports reigned   

supreme.”     

Ohio weather wasn’t always conducive to   

playing outdoors.  So, Simone passed time   

drawing and painting in the comfort of the   

family home.  His father was a talented   

hobbyist.  Simone says, “I hung out in the   

basement with my dad when he was painting.   

And I did my first watercolor when I was 4 years  

old.  It was a still life of stuffed animals on an   

old piano.  Dad helped me spell out “Dogs on   

Piano” on the bottom of the page. I still have   
it.”   

Simone’s early interest in painting blossomed in  

parochial school.  “The school library had   
dozens of books on Renaissance Art.  I fell in   
love with the old masters.  Da Vinci, Rembrandt,  

Caravaggio, Michelangelo, Titian, you name it.  I  

was convinced that those artists were the   

smartest people who ever lived.  And I wanted   
to be like them.”   

Simone continued to study art through his   
teens, but his college art curriculum was not   

what he had hoped for. Disillusioned, he left   

school and found other outlets for his creativity.  

Over the next couple of decades, he ran fishing  

charters, owned a landscaping business and   

even earned a degree in structural engineering.  

It was his wife Penny who encouraged him   

return to painting.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Simone first took some painting classes at a   

local artist’s studio.  Once his brushes were   

moving, there was no stopping him.  He   

plunged headlong into local plein air events and  

began winning awards.  One such event was   

judged by the renowned maritime artist John   

Stobart.  Stobart encouraged him to continue   

following his passion.    

Eager to learn, Simone began researching   

independent workshops.  He chose wisely,   

making the most of his time, effort and   

investment.  He studied with several nationally   

known artists including Anthony Ryder, Scott L.  

Christensen, Clayton Beck III, Christopher Still,   

Mary Erickson and Stapleton Kearns.     

The common thread in each of those workshops  

was an emphasis on fundamental principles.    

Simone says, “I really believe if an artist absorbs  

solid principles, his personal style and technique  

will naturally emerge.  That’s what happened   
for me.”     

Breakthroughs came after being exposed to   

Sergei Bongart’s Notes on Painting.  “Those   

notes helped me understand that great   

paintings are a synthesis of silhouetted value   

shapes.  After that art became less of a mystery.   

The puzzle pieces began falling into place.”     
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Another gem Simone gleaned from Bongart is   

that viewers are often more intrigued by what   

the artist leaves out than what he puts in.    

Simone understood this to mean that good   

painting is a balance between the literal and the  

poetic.  Between the rendered and the   

suggested.  That’s what he strives for with each  

canvas.     

Simone’s style gives enough rendering for   

viewers to understand.  But he leaves just   

enough suggestion that they become active   

participants.  Their imaginations fill in details   

about elements that have been left out or   

understated.    

Influences   

on his   

work are   

varied.    

Simone   

says, “I’m   

a bit of   

scavenger   

always   

searching   

for   

anything that will add richness and beauty to   

my paintings.”   His success on the national   

plein air circuit affords him the opportunity to   

meet and paint with some of the best artists   

working today.  As a result, he is exposed to a   

broad range of current styles.     

Additionally, he has high esteem for artists of   

the historic Cape Ann School.  He is especially   

fond of works by Emile Gruppe, Aldro Hibbard,  

Paul Strisik, Frederick Mulhaupt, Frederick   

Judd Waugh and Charles Movali.  Simone says,  

“There’s a common painterly quality to the   

work of those artists.  I can see their hand and   

personalities in the brushwork.  I love that.”   

Collectors say Simone’s paintings evoke feelings  

of nostalgia and reverence.  Fellow artists   

remark that they sense intent behind each   

 

 

 

 

thoughtfully placed stroke.  Viewers are   

absorbed into the rhythmic beauty of the   

individual brushstrokes.  The brushwork mosaic  

synthesizes to form a harmonious whole.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Collector Mary Pat Byrne of Chicago says,   

“Visitors to my home remark that they can   

sense the artist’s joy, reverence and enthusiasm  

in the Simones I own.  He seems able to   

communicate the dramatic soul of a scene.  And  

I’m always discovering new elements every   
time I look at them.”     

Art Administrator Patricia Chase said, “Simone’s  

paintings are so impactful.  He is a master of the  

authentic portrayal of light.  He uses light and   

shadow so effectively to create drama.  His   

powerful paintings evoke such a strong sense of  

nostalgia. When I look at them, I find myself   

recalling fleeting moments from childhood”.   

Simone paints outdoors often.  In fact, he views  

himself as having two studios.  One is in the   

100-year-old Four Square in St. Petersburg that  

he and Penny share.  The other is the great   

outdoors.  He says, “Working from life is   

essential. It makes me more effective in the   

studio.”   

 

He feels so strongly about this that he formed a  

local group called The Plein Air Colony of   

Pinellas (The PAC).  The group has 180 members  

who  get together weekly to paint and share   

their passion.  “Camaraderie amongst artists is  

such a good thing.  I wanted to do something to  

foster that in my hometown.”   
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Simone has   

had his fair   

share of   

success   

and   

adventure   

on the   

national   

plein air   
circuit.  Over the last 8 years he has competed   
in well over 50 events.  He has received   

numerous awards including 2nd Prize at NOAPS  

“Best of America” Small Works Show 2020 and  

Best of Show at Plein Air Southwest 2019 in   

Galveston, TX.  Other awards include Artist   

Choice for Best Tilghman’s Island Painting at   

Plein Air Easton in 2016, Best Vanishing   

Landscape at Cape Ann Plein Air Festival in 2017  

and First Prize at Lighthouse Plein Air Festival   

2017 in Jupiter, Fl.   

Simone is a Signature Member of both the   

Outdoor Painters Society (OPS) and the   

American Society of Marine Artists (ASMA).  He  is 

an Associate Member of the American   

Impressionist Society (AIS), National Oil and   

 

 

 

 

Acrylic Painters Society (NOAPS) and Oil Painters  

of America (OPA).  He is also an Artist Member  

of the prestigious Salmagundi Art Club in NYC.   

Robert J. Simone exhibits in national shows and  

several galleries in the eastern US.   He shows as  

far north as Charles Fine Art in Gloucester, MA   

and as far south as Our Place in Paradise in the  

Florida Keys.     

Robert is a frequent contributor to the OPA   

Blog and a highly sought-after instructor.  His   

demos are well attended because he possesses  

the rare ability to paint and give a running   

narration at the same time.    

Simone says, “There was a time when all   

communication, all language was pictorial.    

Picture making seems so natural.  And I can say  

so much more with a brush.  I’m always striving  

to evoke the beauty and mystery of a scene.”     

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 


